Forum Scavenger Hunt

Nothing is as helpful as a “one-stop-shop” library full of information! But how do you find what you’re looking for in the midst of all those topics??

To help you get better acquainted with one of Abrazo’s most helpful resources, please complete the following scavenger hunt by listing the page number the thread is on and commenting on the information found there-then mail it back to Abrazo! Let the hunting begin!!!

1. For our birth-parents, one of the most difficult decisions is Selecting the Right Family for Your Baby. Find this thread and add a thought.
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

2. One of the most important things an adoptive family can do in preparation for the arrival of their child is to educate your friends and family. How do you cope with Family Opposition?
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

3. When considering adopting, many couples research to decide whether to have a Domestic or International adoption. What are your thoughts?
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

4. Many proud parents and parents in waiting chose to blog about their adoption journey. What are your thoughts about How to Launch Your Own Blog?
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________

5. Any relationship takes work! In the adoption triad, sometimes it’s not exactly clear, What do AP’s Wish for Their BP’s?
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
6. All of Abrazo’s prospective adoptive couples are asked to share their infertility journey during orientation weekend. On the forum, the special corner we have given this topic is known as The Infertility Tribunals. How did you feel about sharing?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

7. After you become official adoptive parents, how do you continue Living Our Open Adoption Promises?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

8. Adoptees do come with their own special needs and as adoptive parents you have to be prepared for how to help your child deal with these issues. A good source of information is Helping Adopted Kids Cope With Loss. How will you help?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________